INSIDERS REPORT: Economic Wars You are Winning!

Thank you, Economic War Room patriots for helping to win the global economic war America is facing!

We recently provided a battlefield update with progress in 4 key areas:

✓ Chinese economic warfare has been exposed and is now more broadly recognized throughout Washington and the US.
✓ We exposed the deep-state politicization of the intelligence community – they have been outed.
✓ We covered how President Trump is now addressing the Thrift Savings Plan of the United States.
✓ We highlighted a new grid protection executive order that is in the works.

While there is more work to do, together we are moving key missions forward and progress is being made!

“The Thrift Savings Plan really put this out in the open where they were taking $800 billion from government employees, our intelligence people, our soldiers and troops and it was starting to fund into these indexes. These indexes would have basically financed Chinese national security companies that would be used to attack the United States.” –Steve Bannon

Thank you for being the small ships that are making a difference! Main Street America is the key to moving economic liberty forward for all!
In addition, there are three key effort priorities Economic War Room has been focused on where we are starting to see success, these include:

1. Stopping the flow of American capital to the Chinese Communist Party.
3. Restarting American manufacturer of critical pharmaceutical supplies.

As a follow up to your weekly battleplans and missions in these three priorities, we brought in distinguished guests, Steve Bannon, General Robert Spalding, and Rosemary Gibson for updates on several key priorities you have helped move forward.

**Your Mission:** To recognize success and progress, also to thank you for helping to make a difference!

“We are in an Economic War with China and they are coming for the Jugular. And I’ve got to tell you, we’re going to win this. The way we’re going to win this is to get some small, tough victories first, and let people get their confidence that we can take this on and defeat this really evil dictatorship.” –Steve Bannon

Ep. 3-92 (OSINT) Open Sourced Intelligence Briefing. This includes quotes and summaries from Kevin Freeman, Steve Bannon (China Wall Street Threat), General Robert Spalding (5G information) and Rosemary Gibson (China RX). Each of these thought leaders and subject matter experts have agreed to help the NSIC institute with our upcoming financial advisor certification.

1. The Thrift Savings Plan was stopped with bi-partisan agreement and Wall Street is not happy about efforts to hold Chinese companies accountable to the same standards as US companies.

The question is, how did we allow American Pension fund money to finance Chinese companies and not American companies? It’s time to delist Chinese stocks that do not comply with our accounting and auditing standards.

Summary of the Problem:

> Chinese companies have been allowed to participate in U.S. stock and bond markets without having to fully comply with the same Sarbanes-Oxley Act accounting practices and risk disclosure required of American companies.
The concession was made in a little noticed Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) that was executed seven years ago by the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board, PCAOB.

The PCAOB is a nonprofit regulator empowered by Sarbanes-Oxley to ensure U.S. investors are protected from making bad investments because of faulty audits or financial information.

This agreement to give the Chinese companies an exemption was signed in 2013 after Chinese leaders pleaded for improved access to American capital markets in multiple meetings with, then Vice President, Joe Biden.

The money we’ve given to some Chinese companies has literally been what they’ve used to fund the rise of their Belt and Road Initiative. It has also provided the Chinese Communist Party with the money and use our technology to develop 5G and repress their people.

The Results - Your efforts are making a difference on Chinese Stocks and Investments:

The U.S. Senate, in a unanimous 100 to zero vote, voted to remove Chinese companies from our stock exchanges unless they comply with our accounting rules. The Nasdaq has already begun to delist Luckin Coffee for fraud.

Bannon shared, “We’re starting to have wins as 100 to zero, but we’ve had two 100-to-zero votes in the last couple of months.”

- One was in the Senate back in December about Hong Kong.
- We just had another Senate 100 to zero vote to talk about de-listing and deregistering companies on stock exchanges in the United States.

“What is driving victory? “Kevin, I think of the work of the Committee on the Present Danger and quite frankly, shows like yours that have been out there and really going into detail, and letting the American people know what’s going on in the Economic War Room.” –Steve Bannon
This issue has been covered in Battleplans 41, 43, 65, 69, and 77. Roger Robinson and Kyle Bass were also in the Economic War Room to discuss this. (If you are new to Economic War Room sign up for our battleplans at https://www.economicwarroom.com/battleplans and you can review all previous briefings’ in detail. These are excellent tools to share as well.)

2. **Huawei is being blacklisted**, and it is critical to keep pushing for the US to win the telecom information war. Economic War Room patriots are making a difference!

General Spalding provides this week’s progress report on 5G and new legislation that is part of a 3-legged attack on Huawei.

**US advances are being made in the 5G war. Other countries are also waking up to the risk of China controlling the global information economy where data is a strategic resource.**

**The Importance of the Information Economy and 5G**

- Industry background: After the US-based Apple developed the iPhone, the first 4G networks emerged. Really the combination of those two transformed the global economy, not just America’s economy, from industrial to an information economy.

- In the aftermath of that, the telecom companies in the US, AT&T and Verizon, went from being dominant in that industrial economy to secondary companies. AT&T went from being a top-five market-cap company to basically be knocked out by Facebook, Amazon, and Google as these Silicon Valley companies went directly to user data and monetized it.

- Silicon Valley used the data coming off those devices to really understand intentions and begin to influence consumption patterns.

**The China 5G Problem - China’s playbook for 5G**

The Chinese Communist Party adopted those technologies and business models to not only influence consumption patterns, but also how you behave politically.
China is using information and 5G to influence democracies around the world.

› For Communists in China, it is about dominating the Global Information Economy so that they can not only have profits, but also begin to control populations directly.

“Kai-Fu Lee, China’s leading artificial intelligence researcher, says that “China is to data as Saudi Arabia is to oil.” So, their goal is to control the world’s data because they know that it feeds and strengthens their lead in artificial intelligence.” –General Spalding

The Results – Your efforts are making a difference on 5G:

Huawei has been blacklisted, and this is why we must continue the fight.

Washington Examiner: “Trump team touts three-legged stool of policies to bludgeon Huawei”

A look at the three-legged stool to deprive Huawei of technology regulation:

› Blacklist Huawei as it relates to purchasing US technology. This means that U.S. chip manufacturers and chip designers, with the most advanced chips, some of these we use in military gear, are not allowed to be essentially shipped or exported to Huawei.

› Stop selling latest technology chips to Huawei. TSMC, Taiwan Semiconductor Corp., is bringing a new facility to Arizona. They produce the latest technology in chip manufacturing and are one of the most capable chip manufacturers in the world. They manufacture chips for Qualcomm, for Huawei, and for Samsung. We want TSMC to stop manufacturing for Huawei.

› There’s actually a bill now that’s been passed for a billion dollars to rip out and replace Huawei equipment. We have Huawei telecom equipment surrounding military bases in the United States because they’ve begun to sell their equipment to rural telecom operators.
With our action, other countries are waking up to this threat. Now the UK is planning to phase out Huawei from the 5G network.

We still have more to do to regain telecom leadership, there will be new opportunities to invest in this critical industry and we will be working with General Spalding and the NSIC institute to explore key growth areas.

3. **Executive Orders are being developed to move the manufacturing of critical pharmaceuticals back to America!**

**Summary of the Problem:**

In 2018, we explained the China RX threat in the Economic War Room and today we see it happening right in front of us.

Recently, China threatened to withhold medicines from the American people and that’s a threat to kill us. We now having very credible reports that China is telling its companies not to send medicines to the US. This is a national security issue and finally Executive Orders are being worked on to bring our pharmaceutical manufacturing back to the U.S.

» If you are new to the Economic War Room, see Episode 06 (China RX) and the action plan that was developed and that we have been executing together!

» Two years ago, Rosemary Gibson described how dependent we are as a country (and as a world) on China for thousands of our medicines. This creates issues as it relates to supply chains but also medication safety and efficacy:

> “There was a hearing at the U.S. China Economic and Security Review Commission last summer, and one of the commissioners spontaneously spoke up about his own experience with blood pressure medicines. There was a giant recall worldwide. One of the worst perpetrators was a company in China. The commissioner described getting rocket fuel compounds in his blood pressure medicines, where the active ingredient was made in China.”
Well, he said, if I'm getting it, then probably our active duty military are also getting it. Right now, the FDA is not in China. It's not doing inspections. I think it's going to be a very long time, if ever, that the FDA will get back in there and do what needs to be done to protect the American people given what China's been doing around the world."

» Two years ago, Rosemary predicted that in the event of a natural disaster or global pandemic, China might shut the door, and we'd all be standing in line with other countries looking for medicines.

» Today, we are in the midst of a global pandemic, we're seeing drug shortages, lack of availability, and China threatening the United States to withhold medicine.

The U.K. Independent headlines states, China in war of words as Beijing threatens to halt supply of medicine amid coronavirus crisis.

A statement from the Chinese government in the Chinese media was, "we will throw the people of America into an ocean of coronavirus." It is a declaration of war and biowarfare.

"You're right in the middle of a pandemic. Think of this. China threatened to withhold medicines from the American people. And that's a threat to kill us. There's just no two ways about it. And as mentioned, we are having very credible reports that China is telling its companies not to send medicines to the United States." – Rosemary Gibson

The Results - Your efforts are making a difference on our pharma/medical supply chains

Significant progress is being made to fix it and this needs to done NOW! We are waiting for the signing of an Executive Order that is being drafted to address this.

» From our first report, Economic War Room members reached out to their congressional representatives.
EWR worked to connect Rosemary with the National Security Council, Frank Gaffney, Fred Fleitz, and Peter Navarro.

Bipartisan support of this topic has been achieved. We hear people on both sides of the aisle talking about this tremendous threat to our national health security and national security at large.

Peter Navarro, who is not only the director of the Office of Trade Policy, but is also the director of the Office of Trade and Manufacturing Policy, understood immediately the significance of this. This was pre-pandemic. We must not be a country that can’t make basic medicines, including antibiotics.

Manufacturers are looking to be part of the solution

The federal government provided a contract to a consortium of good people who are going to be making drugs that are in shortage, that are necessary to treat people with coronavirus.

They’re going to be making drugs for the strategic national stockpile. Rosemary Gibson is serving as an independent unpaid director. This is a public benefit corporation and they are applying to be a B corp. “So, this is probably new in the manufacturing sphere, in this sector that you have to show that you’re having a social benefit,” Rosemary Gibson said.

“I wrote China RX. No one paid me to do it. So, I do this work in the public interest because we have to fix it for the American people. And I’m hoping someday that we make enough medicine for our own country and we can export product to countries that need it in the case of a natural disaster or a global pandemic. And this is a great economic stimulus. It’s not only solving a very serious problem we have in our health care system, but it’s also serving to bring jobs back to this country. We need jobs and this is just the beginning. I’m hoping that we’ll see more support from the Department of Defense, the V.A., from FEMA, HHS. Our taxpayer dollars can be used to buy medicines made here in the United States, not as a race to the bottom price, not gouging the taxpayers, but a fair price to cover manufacturing costs. We have to respect manufacturing this country, what it takes to make quality products at a fair price for the American people.” –Rosemary Gibson
Why you should care:

› This is good news update showing that you are able to make a difference. We’re making progress, and that’s thanks to you!

› Our target now is to get much more specific on how we can capture the momentum we have already and find ways to invest, make money while doing good.

› It is critical we win this economic war and we want to profitably do so. You’re Economic War Room® is designed to help you provide access to top leaders across the board knowing together we can make a real difference. We’re seeing that now. You’re the small ships, just like Dunkirk that made the huge difference. Remember, the victory at Dunkirk required both leadership and the small ships.

In the Economic War Room®, we encourage Americans to be the “small ships that make the difference.” You cannot solely rely on the government or the president to solve America’s problems. You also have to make a difference. It is up to you to help take our country back and create a voice for economic liberty. [The small ships are based on Churchill’s Operation Dynamo that rescued the British Expeditionary Forces in the Miracle of Dunkirk].

Action Steps:

Steve Bannon shares his thoughts on what we need to do now:

“Small investors are what I think that is going to drive it. Number one, you should continue to watch shows like Economic War Room and War Room Pandemic. Just get as much information as possible. We always have links. Just learn as much as you can. Then start talking to your neighbors. Every time you’re at the club playing golf, every time you are there, just start pounding time and time again of what’s going on with China. Make sure that you’re sending emails and letters to your congressmen. Go online, go into the comment section, start commenting. The little guy can drive the narrative. Remember, it’s the entrepreneurs that create the most jobs in this country. It’s the entrepreneurs that really move where our economy is. That’s what’s coming out of this horrific pandemic, this economic crisis. We’re going to be led by entrepreneurs.”
It’s been the giant companies making money off China. It’s the American-based entrepreneurs that are getting screwed. And now’s your time to stand up. This information is coming out every day. You’re going to see, by this fall, this is going to be a massive national interest issue. So be at the vanguard of that. Just continue to get information, continue going to these sites and continue to talk about it. Continue to press and put these stories forward. Get this up on your social media account. If you don’t have a social media account, get one. Start linking to these stories, just become part of the answer. Because just like in Dunkirk, it was the little boats that got us off the beach. It’s going to be the little guy that gets us off the beach here. And that’s why I keep saying victory begets victory. No matter how small the victories are now, they’re going to add up to a huge cumulative one. We’re going to hit a tipping point and then we’re going to run the CCP out of here!”

–Steve Bannon

“We with guys like you, Kevin, I’m just part of the team, but it’s been fantastic. And I going tell you, it’s the top of the second inning. We got a long way to go and that’s why your audience is so key. I’m just glad to be here in the Economic War Room.”

–Steve Bannon

We need more Economic Patriots on the team! Consider what you can do now to help strengthen America or even help someone in need. Keep in touch with your congressional representatives. Choose from the list or set your own goals:

✓ Get others to sign up on our website (https://www.economicwarroom.com) and review our free weekly Economic Battle Plans™. Each of these will address critical solutions to the threats highlighted in this briefing.

✓ At our Economic War Room® website, sign up to TheBlaze for our complete weekly shows. Please use our code (ECON) from that link for a discount and FREE trial.

✓ Follow, like, comment, and share on FB and Twitter. Look for short video segments on FB and make sure those are shared. We recognize these tools may be compromised at times, but if they are not filtered, they are the major
platforms available to reach out to the public. [Know that alternatives to the
social platforms listed above are under EWR consideration.]

✓ Check out XOTV (https://xotv.me/channels/233-economic-war-room), a new
free speech video platform that Economic War Room is proud to partner with.
Access is FREE but consider making a donation to EWR on that website to help
with Economic War Room’s research and production costs.

✓ You are welcome to share this battle plan and our short video segments with
friends on FB or YouTube. We set up the Economic War Room® to be your
resource for information, preparation, and mobilization.

✓ Do this now! Have a financial action plan based on multiple geopolitical scenarios
developed now. Advanced preparation is key. Trying to figure what to do when
an economic event happens is usually too late.

✓ Talk with your financial advisor as it relates to your savings/investments. Ensure
your advisor understand the potential impact economic/geo-political scenarios
could have on your portfolio. LOOK FOR ECONOMIC WAR ROOM’S ADVISOR
AND INVESTOR ONLINE TRAINING COURSES COMING SOON.

Shareable Quote:

“Small investors are what I think that is going
to drive this. Number one, you should go to and
continue to watch shows like Economic War Room
and War Room Pandemic!”

–Steve Bannon

*DISCLAIMER: The Economic War Room® and its affiliates do not provide investment advice. In cases where guests or others may
discuss investment ideas, these should not be viewed or construed as advice. The sole purpose is education and information. And,
viewers should realize that in any case past performance is not indicative of future results. Neither Kevin Freeman, his guests or
EWR-Media Holdings, LLC suggests, offers, or guarantees any specific outcome or profit. You should be aware of the real risk of loss
in following any strategy or investment even if discussed on the show or any show-affiliated materials or websites. This material does
not take into account your particular investment objectives, financial situation or needs and is not intended as recommendations
appropriate for you. You must make independent decisions regarding information, investments, or strategies mentioned on this
website or on the show. Before acting on information on economicwarroom.com website or on the show, or any related materials, you
should consider whether it is suitable for your particular circumstances and strongly consider seeking advice from your own financial or
investment adviser.
The EWR Collection Deck – From Kevin Freeman
(List of resources and external links for more information)

Quick Access Links
About Steve Bannon
About General Robert Spalding
About Rosemary Gibson
Committee on the Present Danger–China
The War Already Underway
Getting the CCP Out of Our Markets
5G, Huawei, the Risks, and Finally Recognizing Them
China Rx Progress
CCP Infiltration into America
Joe Biden, Bought by China?
Chinese Access to Our Markets
CCP Capitalizes on American Street Riots
Patriot Investors Program

[ ] - Must Read/Watch

Where to Access Economic War Room

On BlazeTV https://get.blazetv.com/economic-war-room/

Our Website https://www.economicwarroom.com/

Our Facebook page https://www.facebook.com/economicwarroom/

Our Twitter page https://twitter.com/economicwarroom

Our YouTube page https://www.youtube.com/economicwarroomwithkevinfreeman

Our XOTV Channel https://xotv.me/channels/233-economic-war-room

Link to all Battle Plans https://www.economicwarroom.com/battleplans
About Steve Bannon
[[War Room: Pandemic][https://pandemic.warroom.org/]

[[Bannon War Room: YouTube][https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCWVvSbEw0imVIT8hiDcNgcQ/videos]

Ultra-hawk Steve Bannon forecasts Beijing’s hegemony if democracies do not stand up


Steve Bannon on CNBC  [[https://www.cnbc.com/stephen-bannon/]

Steve Bannon is quietly creeping back into the White House, sources say
[[https://nypost.com/2020/05/09/steve-bannon-is-quietly-creeping-back-into-the-white-house-sources-say/]

Steve Bannon on Hong Kong, Covid-19, and the War with China Already Underway

Bannon tells Asia Times: US election is all about China
[[https://asiatimes.com/2020/06/bannon-tells-at-us-election-is-all-about-china/]

About General Robert Spalding

[[Stealth War][https://www.amazon.com/Stealth-War-China-While-Americas/dp/0593084349/ref=tmm_hrd_]

[[Hudson Institute][https://www.hudson.org/experts/1265-robert-spalding]

Black Swans and Stealth War Mark US–China Relations, Expert Says

Rob Spalding: Trump’s ‘Real Challenge’ Is China Using ‘Corporate America as Proxies to Fight Their War’

Gen. Robert Spalding: On the US China Trade Deal, Taiwan Election & the Huawei 5G Threat
[[https://youtu.be/VyYVUgBpO68]
Victory begets Victory

Rob Spalding: China Silenced Its Critics by Buying Off America's Elites

Ret. General Robert Spalding: Moon Landing Couldn’t Happen in Today's Deindustrialized America; 'We’ve Lost It All' to China

OPSEC: Why this retired one-star says service members should trash their Chinese Huawei smartphones

https://youtu.be/lFBBiHyTjZk

About Rosemary Gibson
[ ] Rosemary Gibson, The Hastings Center  https://www.thehastingscenter.org/team/rosemary-gibson/

RosemaryGibson.org  http://www.rosemarygibson.org

Rosemary Gibson on Shortages of Lifesaving Drugs in U.S. Hospitals

Rosemary Gibson: Made-in-U.S.A. Drugs Can Be Produced Faster, Cheaper, Better than in China
https://www.prosperousamerica.org/rosemary_gibson_made_in_u_s_a_drugs_can_be_produced_faster_cheaper_better_than_in_china

Rosemary Gibson on the Chinese Pharmaceutical Challenge

[ ] Testimony of Rosemary Gibson

Press Release | CPA Urges Senate to Act on Drug Shortage During Coronavirus
https://www.prosperousamerica.org/press_release_cpa_urges_senate_to_act_on_drug_shortage_during_coronavirus

[ ] Rosemary Gibson Twitter  https://twitter.com/rosemary100?lang=en
Committee on the Present Danger–China

[·] Stephen K. Bannon Speaks at the Committee on the Present Danger: China
https://youtu.be/-DI8FYm6KqE

[·] Steve Bannon, Lt. Gens. Boykin and McInerney, others launch new group focused on China
https://presentdangerchina.org/2019/05/steve-bannon-lt-gens-boykin-and-mcinerney-others-launch-new-group-focused-on-china/

[·] Committee Website
https://presentdangerchina.org/
https://presentdangerchina.org/about-us/
Guiding Principles of the Committee  https://presentdangerchina.org/guiding-principles/

The War Already Underway

[·] What Does China Really Want? To Dominate the World
https://www.bloomberg.com/amp/opinion/articles/2020-05-20/xi-jinping-makes-clear-that-china-s-goal-is-to-dominate-the-world

Beijing’s plans for South China Sea air defence identification zone cover Pratas, Paracel and Spratly islands, PLA source says

U.S.–China tensions are expected to rise and increasingly weigh on the technology sector https://www.cnbc.com/amp/2020/05/30/us-china-tensions-are-expected-to-rise-and-increasingly-weigh-on-the-technology-sector.html

‘The battle is on’: China warns it will no longer be ‘intimidated’ by the US

[·] China & America are preparing for conflict – where is NZ and if 5 Eyes didn’t warn us of the pandemic, why are we part of it?
https://thedailyblog.co.nz/2020/05/30/china-america-are-preparing-for-conflict-where-is-nz-and-if-5-eyes-didnt-warn-us-of-the-pandemic-why-are-we-part-of-it/

Bannon: We Will Be in a Kinetic War with China If We Don’t Win the Information and Economic War

China threatens to ATTACK Taiwan: One of Beijing’s most senior generals warns the military will use force if there is no other way to stop island becoming independent
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8368627/China-threatens-ATTACK-Taiwan.html
China vetoes UN meeting request over Hong Kong
https://hongkongfp.com/2020/05/28/china-vetoes-un-meeting-request-over-hong-kong/

China's Xi urges preparedness for military combat amid coronavirus epidemic: state TV
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-china-parliament-xi-idUSKBN23211L

China’s Next Play: First in Space Warfare
https://townhall.com/columnists/katiekieffer/2020/05/26/chinas-next-play-first-in-space-warfare-n2569421

China warns Australia will ‘feel the pain’ of more economic punishment

China updates its ‘Art of (Hybrid) War’
https://asiatimes.com/2020/05/china-updates-its-art-of-hybrid-war/

The Chinese Art of War by Brian Kennedy
https://americanmind.org/post/the-chinese-art-of-war/

EP50 Kyle Bass - China Threat Exposed
https://d3n8a8pro7vhmx.cloudfront.net/economicwarroom/pages/786/attachments/original/1567027632/ep50_Economic_Battle_Plan™_Kyle_Bass.pdf

Why is the Virus Smiling?
https://globaleconomicwarfare.com/2020/03/why-is-the-virus-smiling/

The Greatest External Threat is China
https://globaleconomicwarfare.com/2019/07/the-greatest-external-threat-is-china/

It Is All About The Economy
https://globaleconomicwarfare.com/2013/05/it-is-all-about-the-economy/

It’s All About the Economy, Part Two
https://globaleconomicwarfare.com/2013/05/its-all-about-the-economy-part-two/

The Winds of War (Part One)
https://globaleconomicwarfare.com/2018/01/the-winds-of-war-part-one/

The Winds of War (Part Two)
https://globaleconomicwarfare.com/2018/02/the-winds-of-war-part-two/

The Winds of War (Part Three)
https://globaleconomicwarfare.com/2018/02/the-winds-of-war-part-three/
The Winds of War (Part Four)
https://globaleconomicwarfare.com/2018/02/the-winds-of-war-part-four/

Is China at War with the USA?
https://globaleconomicwarfare.com/2011/06/is-china-at-war-with-the-usa/

EP52 Brig. General Robert Spalding—CHINA
https://d3n8a8pro7vhmx.cloudfront.net/economicwarroom/pages/786/attachments/original/1568059503/ep52_Economic_Battle_Plan™_Spalding-China.pdf

Unrestricted Warfare
https://globaleconomicwarfare.com/2011/01/unrestricted-warfare/

Getting the CCP Out of our Markets
White House Memorandum
https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/memorandum-protecting-united-states-investors-significant-risks-chinese-companies/

New Nasdaq Restrictions Affecting Listing of Chinese Companies
https://www.state.gov/new-nasdaq-restrictions-affecting-listing-of-chinese-companies/

Anti-China group urges Trump administration to block Chinese companies from U.S. markets: document

Chinese Companies Put US Listing Plans on Ice as Tensions Mount
https://www.newsmax.com/newsfront/china-companies-tensions-investments/2020/06/09/id/971423/

Pompeo calls Nasdaq’s strict rules a model to guard against fraudulent Chinese companies

Senate votes to boot rules-flouting Chinese companies off stock exchanges

U.S. Moves to Audit Chinese Firms. Market Frets Over What Comes Next.

Chinese Companies Must Play By American Rules Or Be Banned From U.S. Exchanges, Senate Rules
https://www.forbes.com/sites/sergeiklebnikov/2020/05/20/chinese-companies-must-play-by-american-rules-or-be-banned-from-us-exchanges-senate-rules/#7a06638055cb

Trump orders federal retirement money invested in Chinese equities to be pulled
Trump Crushes TSP Decision
https://presentdangerchina.org/2020/05/cpdc-gratified-by-subordinates-letters-ordering-tsp-to-stand-down/

EXCLUSIVE: White House to block federal pension fund from expanding China investments

EP65 Funding Our Adversaries - Thrift Savings Plan
https://i43n8a8pro7vhmx.cloudfront.net/economicwarroom/pages/786/attachments/original/1576074112/ep65_Economic_Battle_Plan™_Thrift_Savings.pdf

Progress in Four Areas and Challenge in Two Others

5G, Huawei, the Risks, and Finally Recognizing Them
Donald Trump extends executive order aimed at Huawei to guard US telecoms supply chain

Buckle up': Trump team touts 'three-legged stool' of policies to bludgeon Huawei

US pushing tech and telecom industries to build 5G alternative to Huawei

UK reportedly planning to phase out Huawei equipment from its 5G networks

How the US president could end Huawei’s global 5G shipments with the stroke of a pen
https://www.scmp.com/tech/big-tech/article/3074667/how-us-president-could-end-huaweis-global-5g-shipments-stroke-pen

The UK is reviewing Huawei’s role in its 5G network again, and it’s a new sign it could still cave to US pressure
https://www.businessinsider.com/uk-is-reviewing-huawei-role-5g-network-2020-5

Trump extends US telecom supply chain order aimed at Huawei, ZTE
The Cybersecurity 202: Senate panel says U.S. telecoms failed for decades to prevent Chinese spying

Huawei take out several full-page ads in UK newspapers as government reviews its 5G role
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/06/08/huawei-goes-on-uk-media-blitz-as-government-reviews-its-5g-role.html

How the UK’s proposed ‘D10 Club’ telecom strategy would fare against Huawei

In 5G world, Pentagon has lost its tech edge
https://freepressers.com/articles/as-5g-era-dawns-pentagon-is-no-longer-world-leader-in-communications-tech

[ ] US Charges Huawei With Conspiracy to Steal Trade Secrets, Racketeering

U.S. Officials Say Huawei Can Covertly Access Telecom Networks

China Rx Progress
[ ] Trump admin taps startup to build nation’s first stockpile of key drug ingredients

Sen. Ted Cruz: Rely on Israel, not China for drugs, medical supplies

CCP Virus Shows US Too Dependent on Cheap Medical Imports: Lighthizer

‘Big Pharma and Its Well-Heeled Swamp Creatures’ Should Stop Being Divisive, Navarro Says

[ ] Why the Coronavirus Puts Our Supply of Medicines at Risk and What We Should Do About It
Communist China is Our Enemy – So Why Are We Dependent on It for Medicines?
https://presentdangerchina.org/2020/03/communist-china-is-our-enemy-so-why-are-we-dependent-on-it-for-medicines/

[ ] EP06 China Rx
https://d3n8a8pro7vhmx.cloudfront.net/economicwarroom/pages/786/attachments/original/1541682581/ep06-Economic_Battle_Plan™_-_China_Rx.pdf

Rosemary Gibson: Made-in-U.S.A. Drugs Can Be Produced Faster, Cheaper, Better than in China

Trump admin taps startup to build nation’s first stockpile of key drug ingredients

Trump to Tap New Company to Make Covid-19 Drugs in the U.S.

‘Big Pharma and Its Well-Heeled Swamp Creatures’ Should Stop Being Divisive, Navarro Says

**CCP Infiltration into America**

[ ] Is The Entertainment Industry a Modern Tool of Chinese Economic Warfare?

[ ] Soft Power, Higher Education, and Economic Warfare
https://globaleconomicwarfare.com/2017/05/soft-power-higher-education-and-economic-warfare/

Cozy ties helped China infiltrate universities nationwide
https://freepressers.com/articles/cozy-ties-helped-as-china-infiltrated-universities-nationwide

[ ] US colleges accepted billions in unreported foreign donations from China and Russia: report

NGO Warns China Using Hollywood to Expand Authoritarian Reach

China is training foreign officials to spread its political model, including how to ‘guide public opinion’ online
Victory begets Victory
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[ ] EP90, Enemies Within, Trevor Loudon
https://d3n8a8pro7vhmx.cloudfront.net/economicwarroom/pages/786/attachments/original/1591118978/ep90_Economic_Battle_Plan™_Trevor_Loudon.pdf

Meet the U.S. Officials Now in China’s Sphere of Influence
https://www.thedailybeast.com/meet-the-us-officials-who-now-lobby-for-china

China is using the Washington swamp against us
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2019/05/14/china-is-using-washington-swamp-against-us/

Morning Consult Poll- US perceptions of China
https://d1d329da-dbb0-4cc9-b461-d7bd4ad09b4e.usrfiles.com/ugd/d1d329_944692929ea44c2a92aad1686542329d.pdf

Joe Biden, Bought by China?
Democratic Party presidential candidate Joe Biden has said he welcomes Chinese intrusion into “all levels of [U.S.] government, classrooms, laboratories, athletic fields and boardrooms.”

China is cheating on Obama-era stock market deal, Trump urged to intervene
https://justthenews.com/government/white-house/china-isnt-complying-obama-era-stock-market-deal-trump-urged-intervene

[ ] Report: Biden Pulled Strings To Connect Hollywood Execs To Chinese Interests

[ ] C’mon Man; Why is Biden So Wrong About China?

Analyst: Biden’s comments on China ‘inexplicable, absolutely incorrect’
https://thehill.com/hilltv/442351-analyst-biden-china-comments-inexplicable-absolutely-incorrect

6 facts about Hunter Biden’s business dealings in China

How Joe Biden won friends in Hollywood by helping studios get their movies into China
Chinese Access to Our Markets

[ ] Press Release – MOMENTUM BUILDS FOR MAKING THE C.C.P. PLAY BY OUR RULES

[ ] SEC PETITION: China Must Play By the Same Rules
https://presentdangerchina.org/2020/05/sec-petition-china-must-play-by-the-same-rules/

[ ] Joint Letter Calls on SEC and PCAOB to Ensure China Complies with U.S. Securities Laws and Regulations
https://presentdangerchina.org/2020/05/joint-letter-calls-on-sec-and-pcaob-to-ensure-china-complies/

[ ] EP69 Investing in Our Adversary - Roger Robinson
https://d3n8a8pro7vhmx.cloudfront.net/economicwarroom/pages/786/attachments/original/1579043616/ep69_Economic_Battle_Plan™_Roger_Robinson.pdf

[ ] Field Order: 051520 - China Broke it and Now Must Pay for It
https://d3n8a8pro7vhmx.cloudfront.net/economicwarroom/pages/786/attachments/original/1589918318/FO-051520_Economic_Battle_Plan™_China_Broke-It.pdf

[ ] The President is Right on China, but Is Wall Street Trying to Undermine Him?
https://globaleconomicwarfare.com/2020/06/the-president-is-right-on-china-but-is-wall-street-trying-to-undermine-him/

[ ] Why We May Have to Deregister (and Delist) Communist Chinese Shares from US Markets
https://globaleconomicwarfare.com/2020/05/why-we-may-have-to-deregister-and-delist-communist-chinese-shares-from-us-markets/

CCP Capitalizes on American Street Riots

Chinese propagandists seize on George Floyd protests

Chinese state media editorial claims some in China ‘cheering’ George Floyd unrest online

[ ] Social Panic, Street Riots, and a Political Crisis are the End Game

[ ] Chaos as Economic Warfare

Washington Must End Chinas Fraud on our Markets
https://www.americansecurities.org/post/asa-opinion-washington-must-end-china-s-fraud-on-our-markets
Patriot Investors Program

EP89, Reversing the CCP Curse, Dave Brat
https://d3n8a8pro7vhmx.cloudfront.net/economicwarroom/pages/786/attachments/original/1590438879/ep89_Economic_Battle_Plan™_Dave_Brat-China.pdf

The Need for Patriotic Investors
https://globaleconomicwarfare.com/2019/05/the-need-for-patriotic-investors/

NSIC Institute
http://www.nsic.org/

CBN News: Financial Enemies Fighting for America’s Economic Collapse
https://www.nsic.org/cbn012315.html
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